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Abstract

Crustaceans form clots by the rapid crosslinking of a hemolymph clottable protein (CP) to form long, branched polymers. Clot-
ting limits hemolymph loss from wounds as well as playing a part in the innate immune response. CP is a 420 kDa homodimer with a
large quantity of associated lipid, primarily the carotenoid pigment astaxanthin. The three-dimensional structure of CP from the lob-
ster Panulirus interruptus has been determined to 17 Å resolution by single particle reconstruction from electron micrographs of the
protein embedded in vitreous ice. The most prominent feature of this structure is a large cavity spanning the length of the molecule,
which is the likely lipid binding pocket. The EM structure has been used in a low resolution molecular replacement search with data
from orthorhombic CP crystals, and a solution is presented which describes the crystal packing.
  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The ability to form blood clots has evolved indepen-
dently in various animal phyla. Although the mecha-
nisms of formation diVer greatly, animals as diverse as
vertebrates, insects, echinoderms, and crustaceans all
form insoluble plugs in response to wounds. In many
invertebrates clotting is also part of an innate immune
response, serving to immobilize pathogens prior to their
destruction by melanization (Soderhall and Cerenius,
1998).

In decapodal crustaceans, clotting consists of the
polymerization of a large circulating clottable protein
(CP) into long, branched chains which form a gel. The
polymerization is mediated by a transglutaminase
released from hemocytes upon injury, which catalyzes
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the formation of isopeptide linkages between one or
more lysine sidechains of one CP molecule and one or
more glutamine sidechains of another CP molecule (Ful-
ler and Doolittle, 1971b; Kopacek et al., 1993).

In the California spiny lobster, Panulirus interruptus,
the clottable protein is a glycosylated 420 kDa homodi-
mer. Approximately 5% of the molecule’s mass is ace-
tone-extractable lipid, the predominant component of
which is astxanthin, a carotenoid pigment also found in
the shell and eggs of the lobster (Fuller and Doolittle,
1971a). CP is homologous to vitellogenin, a lipid trans-
port protein deposited in eggs to provide nourishment to
developing embryos (Doolittle and Riley, 1990; Hall
et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999). Vitellogenin and CP belong
to a larger family of lipid-binding proteins which include
insect apolipophorin II/I and vertebrate apolipoprotein
B (Babin et al., 1999).

The structure of vitellogenin from lamprey has been
determined by X-ray crystallography (Raag et al., 1988),
and models of apolipoprotein B and apolipophorin II/I
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have been built based on this structure (Richardson
et al., 2005; Smolenaars et al., 2005). In these models, the
more conserved amino-terminal 600 residues form a
�-barrel domain and a coiled, horsehoe-shaped �-helical
domain. The less conserved carboxy-terminal portions
of these molecules consist mostly of two or three amphi-
pathic � sheets, the hydrophobic surfaces of which form
a large lipid-binding cavity. There is a conserved
vonWillebrand D domain at the carboxy terminus of
most of these lipoproteins which may be involved in
oligomerization, but which was not present in the lam-
prey crystal structure.

There is reason to believe that the clottablity of CP
evolved by the insertion of an approximately 30-residue
sequence into a surface loop of the conserved amino-ter-
minal �-barrel domain. The insert is found exclusively in
the two known CP sequences and consists primarily of
Ser-Lys-Thr-Ser repeats, suggestive of a hydrophilic, dis-
ordered loop. The lysine residues within this region are
the proposed substrates for transglutaminase crosslink-
ing; glutamine-rich regions in the carboxy-terminal half
of the molecule are the most likely crosslinking donor
sites (Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999).

In this report, the structure of lobster CP has been
reconstructed from cryo-electron micrographs to a reso-
lution of 17 Å. At this resolution the gross features of the
roughly tetrahedral molecule are apparent, the most
striking of which is a large central cavity which had not
been apparent in micrographs of negatively stained CP
(Fuller and Doolittle, 1971b; Hall et al., 1999). We pro-
pose that this cavity constitutes a lipid binding pocket,
similar to that of vitellogenin.

The current study was undertaken in the wake of X-
ray diVraction experiments with CP crystals. Although
CP crystals diVract to a maximum resolution of 3.2 Å,
attempts to phase the data by the conventional means
of molecular replacement with the homologous lam-
prey vitellogenin structure or by heavy atom derivati-
zation have been unsuccessful (Kollman and Doolittle,
2005). The hope was that an EM structure could be
used to generate low resolution phases for the crystal
data, as the initial step in determining the crystal struc-
ture. To that end, a molecular envelope search has been
used to position the EM model in the unit cell of the
CP crystal.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

The puriWcation of clottable protein from lobster
hemolymph has been described elsewhere (Kollman and
Doolittle, 2005). For negative stain experiments, puriWed
protein was diluted to 100�g/ml in water, applied to 400
mesh copper grids with carbon support Wlm and stained
with Nano-W (Nanoprobes). For cryo-EM experiments,
puriWed protein was diluted to 1 mg/ml and applied to
Quantifoil grids (Quantifoil Micro Tools, GmbH). The
grids were blotted for 3.5 s and frozen using a Vitrobot
(FEI) automated vitriWcation device.

2.2. Electron microscopy

Three data sets were collected (Table 1): a negative
stain data set, a high dose cryo data set from which an
initial model was generated, and a large cryo reconstruc-
tion data set.

The grids were inserted into a Phillips Tecnai F20
electron microscope set to an accelerating voltage of
120 kV. Images were recorded on a Teitz SCX
4096 £ 4096 pixel slow-scan CCD detector. The Leginon
software system was used for automated data collection
(Carragher et al., 2000; Potter et al., 1999). Leginon
acquires images of the grid at increasing magniWcation
scales, allowing for target selection at each step. The
starting point is the creation of an overall atlas of the
grid at 120£ magniWcation. Targets were selected on the
atlas for imaging of individual grid squares (550£). In
cryo experiments holes in the carbon support Wlm of
suitable ice thickness were selected and imaged (5000£)
and a Wnal target selection identiWed regions within these
holes for high magniWcation particle imaging (50,000£).
High magniWcation focus images were also taken of an
area of carbon support Wlm outside of each hole. In neg-
ative stain experiments, targets at 5000£ and 50,000£
magniWcation were selected in a simple grid on the lower
magniWcation image. The defocus settings and electron
doses of the various data sets are summarized in Table 1.
Micrographs of the reconstruction data set were
acquired in focal pairs, with the further from focus
images used only for selecting particles.
Table 1
Electron microscopy data sets

a Defocus was measured directly from negative stain micrographs.
b Micrographs were acquired in focal pairs, with the ¡3.0 �m images used for particle selection.

Data set Micrographs Particles Defocus setting Average dose (e¡/Å2)

Particle images (�m) Focus images (�m)

Negative stain 441 6916 ¡1 n/aa 10
Initial model 63 4709 ¡3 ¡2 30
Reconstruction 430 19083 ¡1.5 /¡3.0b ¡2 10
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Promising grid squares were manually selected from
the atlas, but at all subsequent steps the targets were
determined by the software system. The automated sys-
tem allowed for a maximum of 25 high magniWcation
focal pairs—with corresponding images of grid squares
and holes—to be collected per hour. The images
acquired at high magniWcation were at a pixel size of
1.63 Å/pixel.

2.3. Three-dimensional reconstruction

The reconstruction was performed using programs of
the EMAN software suite (Ludtke et al., 1999). For the
negative stain and initial model data sets, particles were
manually selected from the micrographs using the
EMAN program boxer. Focal pairs of the reconstruction
data set were aligned with the program Selexon (Zhu
et al., 2004). Particles were then manually selected on the
further from focus images and extracted from the nearer
to focus micrographs for use in the reconstruction.

The Suprim software suite (Schroeter and Bretaudi-
ere, 1996) was used to measure the defocus from the
power spectra of focus images taken over the carbon
Wlm. The defocus value of each particle image was then
calculated by applying the oVset between the defocus
settings of that image and the corresponding focus
image. For all data sets, rotationally averaged power
spectra were calculated from the boxed out particles
from each micrograph with the EMAN program ctWt.
The defocus of negative stain particles could be mea-
sured directly in ctWt. For all images contrast transfer
function (CTF) noise parameters were manually
adjusted to Wt the power spectra, the individual images
were phase-Xipped, and the CTF parameters were stored
for use in CTF correction during reconstruction.

The reconstruction from negative stain particles
began with a model generated from reference-free class
averages aligned by the cross common lines method with
the EMAN programs startnrclasses and startAny. Eight
rounds of iterative projection matching and model
building were carried out on particle images low pass
Wltered at 25 Å. The two halves of the CP dimer are
related by a twofold rotational axis (Kollman and Doo-
little, 2005); C2 point group symmetry was therefore
imposed throughout the reconstruction. The Wnal nega-
tive stain model was low pass Wltered at 35 Å using the
EMAN program proc3d.

The initial model data set was used to generate refer-
ence-free class averages and a cross common lines model
by the same technique used with the negative stain data
above. Beginning with this initial model, forty rounds of
iterative projection matching and model building were
carried out with the reconstruction data set. The images
were low pass Wltered at 25 Å for the Wrst 10 rounds, at
15 Å for the following 10 rounds, and at 5 Å for the Wnal
20 rounds. A 9° increment was used in generating model
projections, C2 point group symmetry was imposed, and
CTF correction was implemented using the ctfc Xag of
the reWne command. The classkeep Xag was set to 0.5
throughout, which caused particles which poorly
matched their class averages to be excluded in each
round of reconstruction.

The resolution of the model was monitored with the
eotest command of EMAN, which randomly splits the
data set into two groups for separate reconstructions
and compares the resulting models by the Fourier shell
correlation (FSC) technique (Saxton and Baumeister,
1982; Van Heel, 1987). The resolution of the model was
deWned to be the spatial frequency at which the FSC
dropped to 0.5. A parallel reconstruction was also per-
formed by the same procedure, but with density from the
negative stain reconstruction used as the initial model
for classifying the cryo images. The volumes resulting
from the parallel reconstructions were manually aligned
and compared to each other by the FSC method.

Models were low pass Wltered at the resolution sug-
gested by the FSC test using the EMAN program proc3d,
and set with the program volume so that a threshold of
1.0 incorporated the expected 420 kDa mass of the CP
dimer. Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) was used to view
the models, and O (Jones et al., 1991) was used in
attempts to Wt conserved domains into the Wnal structure
and for positioning astaxanthin molecules into the cen-
tral cavity.

2.4. Crystal data collection

Crystals of lobster CP were grown and prepared for
X-ray diVraction experiments as described (Kollman
and Doolittle, 2005). A low resolution data set was col-
lected on a rotating copper anode X-ray source with a
MAR345 image plate (marUSA), care being taken to
obtain accurate measurements of very low resolution
reXections by avoiding saturation. The data were
indexed, integrated and scaled with the HKL software
package (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). Data collection
statistics are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Crystal data collection statistics

a Rmerge D �hkl�i| Ii (hkl) ¡ �I(hkl)�|/�hkl�iIi (h kl).

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell

Spacegroup P212121
Unit cell dimensions a D 120.9

b D 183.6
c D 186.0
� D � D � D 90°

Resolution 50–10 Å
Completeness 100 (100) %
Rmerge

a 0.064 (0.087)
Total reXections 24,195
Unique reXections 2448
Mosaicity 0.38°
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2.5. Molecular replacement

Real-space molecular envelope searches were per-
formed with the program FSEARCH, which simulta-
neously searches both rotation and translation of the
model (Liu et al., 2003). The noncrystallographic two-
fold symmetry axis had previously been located by the
self rotation in orthorhombic crystals at the Eulerian
angles �D 90°, � D 45°. By positioning the dimeric two-
fold axis of the EM model parallel to the observed non-
crystallographic twofold the initial search was reduced
to a single rotation (�) about that axis and three transla-
tional vectors. Several searches were carried out with
each enantiamorph of the EM model, scaled between
0.95 and 1.05 times its original size. Each search was
repeated using data in various resolution ranges. The
translational vectors were searched on a 126 £ 190 £ 190
grid. The initial searches were done at 3° intervals about
� and four grid units in each dimension. Finer, six-
dimensional searches were performed in restricted
regions around promising results from the four-dimen-
sional searches at 1° intervals in �, �, and � and two grid
units in each dimension. The Wnal solution was checked
for overlap with symmetry mates using the chkoverlap
Xag of FSEARCH.

3. Results

A three-dimensional model of the lobster clottable
protein (CP) was determined by single particle recon-
struction from cryoelectron micrographs. The projec-
tions of CP in negative stain and cryo images varied in
diameter from 8 to 12 nm, and were predominantly tri-
angular or diamond-shaped, as has been observed previ-
ously (Fuller and Doolittle, 1971b; Hall et al., 1999).
Unlike negatively stained samples, however, many pro-
jections of CP dimers frozen in ice had large central cav-
ities (Fig. 1).

A preliminary reconstruction from negatively stained
particles at low resolution was carried out to determine
the feasibility of performing a three-dimensional recon-
struction on the relatively small CP dimer. The results of
this reconstruction (not shown) encouraged the recon-
struction from cryoelectron micrographs.

The size of CP dimers combined with a relatively low
defocus setting (¡1.5 �m) resulted in images with
extremely low contrast between particles and the sur-
rounding ice (Fig. 1C). This presented two diYculties in
the three-dimensional reconstruction, the Wrst of which
was generating an accurate model for the Wrst round of
projection matching. The initial model was constructed
using the cross common lines approach with reference-
free class averages (Ludtke et al., 1999). Models made
with reference-free class averages of the reconstruction
data set vary greatly depending on the number of
particles used. To obtain a more accurate low resolu-
tion starting model, a set of images was collected at a
higher electron dose (30 e¡/Å2). The resulting 4709 par-
ticle images provided higher contrast and generated
clearer reference-free class averages. The initial model
derived from this data set, though lacking higher reso-
lution features, appeared to more accurately reXect the
general shape of the molecule (Fig. 2). This model has
the triangular and diamond-shaped aspects seen in
both negative stain and cryoelectron micrographs

Fig. 1. (A) Section of a micrograph of lobster clottable protein frozen
in vitreous ice, taken at ¡3 �m defocus. Scalebar, 100 nm. (B) Sample
of particles selected from ¡3�m micrographs and (C) their focal pairs
from ¡1.5�m images. (D) Class averages from the Wnal reconstruction
round demonstrating the twofold symmetry relating the halves of the
CP dimer. The class average at left is the projection down the twofold
axis, while the remaining projections are perpendicular to the twofold
axis. Scale bar for (B, C, and D), 10 nm.

Fig. 2. Initial model for reconstruction. Reference-free class averages
were generated from particles of high dose, ¡3.0 �m defocus cryoelec-
tron micrographs. The averages were aligned by cross common lines
and a model generated with C2 symmetry imposed. The density is ren-
dered slightly transparent to show the central cavity.
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(Fuller and Doolittle, 1971b; Hall et al., 1999), as well as
the central cavity seen in the cryo images. Moreover,
projections of this model more closely resemble the indi-
vidual particles from the micrographs.

The second diYculty was in accurately classifying and
aligning defocus particles of the reconstruction data set
due to high noise. The strategy which gave the best
reconstruction results was to low pass Wlter the particles
at increasingly high resolution in successive iterations.
The data were low pass Wltered at 25 Å in the Wrst 10
rounds of reWnement, followed by 10 rounds with data
low pass Wltered at 15 Å, and Wnally 20 rounds with data
low pass Wltered at 5 Å.

A total of 19,083 particles were selected from micro-
graphs, of which 15,474 were incorporated into the
model in the Wnal round of reconstruction; the remain-
ing particles were excluded on the basis of poorly match-
ing their corresponding class averages. The class
averages corresponding to the view down the imposed
symmetry axis and perpendicular to that axis (Fig. 1D)
conWrm the twofold rotational relationship between the
CP monomers that has been described in crystallo-
graphic studies of the molecule (Kollman and Doolittle,
2005). The particle distribution for the Wnal model is
fairly uniform, with a slight under-representation of pro-
jections perpendicular to the twofold symmetry axis
(Fig. 3A). The resolution of the Wnal model, as measured
by the spatial frequency at which the FSC drops below
0.5, is 17 Å (Fig. 3B).

The overall shape of the clotting protein is roughly
tetrahedral (Fig. 4). The most striking feature of the
structure is a large central cavity of roughly 75 nm3

spanning the width of the molecule. While the recon-
struction process does not distinguish between the two
possible enantiomorphs, the results of molecular
replacement searches indicate that the model shown in
Fig. 4 is the correct hand (see below). Attempts were
made to position the conserved amino-terminal
domains from the structure of lamprey vitellogenin
into the reconstructed volume but, given the resolution
of the model, it proved impossible to locate these
domains unambiguously.

As a control for model bias, a parallel reconstruction
was carried out as described above using a reconstruc-
tion from negatively stained micrographs as the starting
point. The negative stain model had a similar tetrahedral
shape, but lacked the central cavity. The two Wnal mod-
els are similar, with the FSC between the two dropping
to 0.5 at 26 Å. When images low pass Wltered at 5 Å were
used from the beginning of the reconstruction the 0.5
FSC between the two Wnal models was less than 40 Å,
indicating that removing high resolution information
from the images in the initial reconstruction rounds was
necessary for model convergence.

The Wnal reconstruction was used in a real-space
molecular envelope search at low resolution. Previously
collected high resolution crystal data (Kollman and Doo-
little, 2005) proved unsuitable for these molecular replace-
ment searches because a number of low resolution
reXections were saturated. Therefore, a data set was col-
lected with brief exposure to X-rays which resulted in
more accurate low resolution data (Table 2). In the enve-
lope searches, three translational vectors and the rotation
about the noncrystallographic twofold axis were searched
simultaneously. The solution with the lowest R-factor and
the greatest diVerence between the top two peaks was
found with data from 50 to 25 Å and the enantiomorph
pictured in Fig. 4 on the original scale. A Wner six-dimen-
sional search in the region surrounding the initial solution
resulted in the R-factor dropping from 0.547 to 0.512
(Table 3). The overlap between symmetry mates with this
solution is only 1.5% of the asymmetric unit volume,
Fig. 3. (A) Distribution of particles into classes. Each circle represents a projection, and the intensity indicates the number of particles in that class.
The apex of the triangle corresponds to the projection down the twofold symmetry axis, and the base of the triangle to projections perpendicular to
that axis. (B) Estimation of model resolution by the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) method. Two models were constructed, each from one half the
data set, and their Fourier transforms compared. The model resolution is taken to be the spatial frequency at which the correlation drops below 0.5.
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Table 3
Molecular envelope search

The reconstructed EM density was used as the model to simultaneously
search rotations about the dimeric axis and translation vectors with the
program FSEARCH (A top Wve solutions). A full six-dimensional search
limited to the region about the top solution from the initial search
yielded a signiWcant drop in the R-factor (B top Wve solutions). Both
searches used the data from 50 to 25 Å on a 126 £ 190 £ 190 grid. X, Y,
and Z coordinates are reported as grid units.

� (°) � (°) � (°) X Y Z R

(A) Initial four-dimensional search results
90 45 126 52 76 40 0.547
90 45 123 56 12 40 0.561
90 45 126 48 36 40 0.563
90 45 123 56 16 40 0.563
90 45 126 48 76 40 0.567

(B) Six-dimensional search around initial peak
91 45 123 56 76 42 0.512
91 45 123 58 78 42 0.518
91 45 123 58 76 42 0.519
91 45 123 56 78 42 0.521
90 45 124 54 78 40 0.524
which is encouraging in that FSEARCH does not take
crystal packing into account during the search procedure
(Fig. 5). The volume from the negative stain reconstruc-
tion and the initial cryo model (Fig. 2) were also used as
models for the molecular envelope search. Neither of these
models gave solutions with R-factors less than 0.6.

4. Discussion

The three-dimensional structure of a crustacean clot-
table protein (CP) has been determined at a resolution of
17 Å by reconstruction from cryoelectron micrographs
of 15,474 individual particles embedded in vitreous ice.
The EM structure has been positioned in the unit cell of
orthorhombic CP crystals by a low resolution molecular
envelope search as a preliminary step toward phasing
X-ray diVraction data.

The CP dimer is roughly tetrahedral, with four trian-
gular faces (Figs. 4C and D) and two ridges running
Fig. 4. Surface representation of the three-dimensional reconstruction, low pass Wltered at 17 Å and thresholded to include the expected molecular
mass of 420 kDa. The views on top are along the dimeric twofold axis, and those on bottom perpendicular to that axis. Arrows indicate the rotational
relationships between diVerent views. This and subsequent Wgures were prepared with Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).
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along opposite sides at roughly right angles to each other
(Figs. 4A and B). The dominant feature of the newly
determined structure is a large cavity which is likely a lipid
binding pocket. About Wve percent of the mass of CP is
acetone-extractable lipid, primarily the hydrophobic pig-
ment astaxanthin (Fuller and Doolittle, 1971a).
Fig. 5. Packing of the EM density in the CP crystal unit cell. The molecular replacement solution was found with FSEARCH, using data to 25 Å
(Table 3). The total overlap between molecules is 1.5% of the asymmetric unit volume.
Fig. 6. Cutaway representation of the lipid binding cavity. The surfaces are positioned as in Fig. 4A (A) and Fig. 4D (B). They have been cut in half in
the plane of the paper, and opened with the top half on the right. Interior surfaces are rendered in a darker shade. On the left 26 astaxanthin mole-
cules (orange) have been modeled in the cavity. 
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The crustacean clot is formed by the transglutamin-
ase-catalyzed crosslinking of lysine and glutamine side-
chains (Fuller and Doolittle, 1971b). Two regions have
been proposed as the likely crosslink sites on the basis of
sequence comparisons: a 30-residue insert in the con-
served amino-terminal �-barrel domain consisting
mostly of threonine, serine, and lysine, and a glutamine-
rich region in the carboxy-terminal portion of the mole-
cule (Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999). In micrographs
of polymerized CP the molecules interact at localized
points at the corners of CP dimers, the results of which
would be very Xexible polymers (Fuller and Doolittle,
1971b; Hall et al., 1999). Based on those micrographs, it
is reasonable to suppose that the crosslink sites are at the
vertices of the molecule as viewed at the top and bottom
of Fig. 4A, and at the lower right and left in Fig. 4C.

While previous studies of CP by negative stain elec-
tron microscopy had not shown the large central cavity,
its presence was not wholly unexpected. The crystal
structure of lamprey vitellogenin, a homolog of CP, has
a large funnel-shaped hydrophobic cavity in each half of
the dimer which contains disordered phospholipids
(Anderson et al., 1998). In the case of vitellogenin these
pockets are oVset, whereas in the CP structure the cavity
forms a channel running directly through the molecule
(Fig. 6). The cavity is most constricted at the surface,
widening in the interior of the protein. A model has been
proposed for the synthesis of the CP homolog apolipo-
protein B in which lipids are added to the protein
cotranslationally (Segrest et al., 1999). A similar possibil-
ity seems reasonable in the case of CP, in which lipids or
pigment added cotranslationally would stabilize the
large hydrophobic cavity.

The proposed lipid binding site that appears empty in
cryoelectron micrographs and in the reconstructed vol-
ume is likely due to the lipid being less dense than the
surrounding protein. A similar situation exists in the
structure of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor deter-
mined from cryoelectron micrographs, in which the lipid
component does not appear in the Wnal density (Unwin,
1993). The estimated volume of the cavity in the recon-
structed volume is 75 nm3, large enough to accommodate
the expected number of astaxanthin molecules in a
bilayer (Fig. 6).

The initial motivation to determine the structure of
lobster CP by single particle reconstruction was to gen-
erate a model for low resolution phasing of crystal data.
It has been possible, mostly with high symmetry particles
such as viruses, to use EM reconstructions as molecular
replacement models for generating initial phases at low
resolution (see, for example, Dodson, 2001; Prasad et al.,
1999; Rayment et al., 1982). Typically, molecular
replacement solutions are found by searching an atomic
model against the crystal data with the orientation and
translation of the model determined separately (Ross-
mann and Blow, 1962). Recently, however, there has
been some success with simultaneous six-dimensional
rotation–translation searches with low resolution molec-
ular envelopes (Liu et al., 2003). In the case of CP crys-
tals the self rotation gave the orientation of the twofold
dimeric axis, reducing the envelope search to four
dimensions: a single rotation about the twofold noncrys-
tallographic symmetry axis and three translational vec-
tors. The solution with the lowest R-factor from an
initial coarse search was improved by a Wner six-dimen-
sional search about that solution. This yielded a
signiWcant drop in the R-factor, indicative of a correct
solution (Table 3).

The packing of CP dimers in the crystal unit cell is
shown in Fig. 5. The measured overlap between symmetry
related molecules is only 1.5% of the asymmetric unit
volume. The lack of clashing in this solution is reassuring,
especially because the molecular envelope search algorithm
does not take crystal packing into account. Attempts are
currently underway to extend phases generated from this
search solution to the limit of the crystal data.
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